
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

Z06 Corvette Stainless Perforated Hood Vent Grille 

Part #042056 

PARTS INCLUDED: 

1-Stainless Perforated Hood Vent Grille w/attachment tape 

1- Pack of Adhesive Promoter  

1-Small 1.00 inch piece of attachment tape 

WARNING: BE CAREFUL NOT DROP THE GRILLE INTO 

THE FRONT AIR SCOOP DURING INSTALLATION. 

1. Carefully remove the black factory hood vent grille bezel from the hood opening. The factory hood vent

bezel simply snaps in place however it does have a small square of double face attachment tape securing the

bezel from flying out at high speeds. This tape will have to be removed from the factory bezel and replaced

with fresh attachment tape provided. Simply rub the square of tape off with thumb then swipe the area once

with the adhesive promoter provided. Then set the new piece of tape into position and press firmly to set.

2. Prepare the surface of the factory grille that you exposed behind the bezel by scrubbing it first with

household rubbing alcohol to remove any dirt then swipe the area once with the adhesive promoter

provided.

3. Once preparations have been properly made place your new grille into the opening to familiarize yourself

with its position. Make sure that the new grille sits high enough so that the black factory bezel will cover

around it. Once you have a good idea of how it is placed simply peel the release liner from the back of the

stainless grille and press firmly into position.

4. With the stainless grille installed prepare the hood opening for the black factory bezel by cleaning off any

remaining old attachment tape and then swiping it once with the adhesive promoter provided. Once this is

done remove the red release liner from your new attachment tape on your factory bezel then snap the factory

bezel back into place pressing firmly to set the tape.

DO NOT GET WET FOR 24 HOURS! 

Thank you and enjoy your purchase! 

https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/
https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html



